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The exhibition brings together works that were made for my recent solo exhibition Visions From Her
Bed at the Institute of Modern Art, Brisbane [15 March to 26 April 2008], which combined key works
from 1979 to the present and two key photographic works Untitled 1989, Cibachrome photographs,
which have not been exhibited since 1992.

TAMING-THE-SPECTRUM and Equal Solids [7 parts] 2008 is an amalgamation of two earlier works
TAMING-THE-SPECTRUM [7 parts] 1987 and Equal Solids-Volume 25,196,000 cubic mm each [6
parts] 1992-94. I have collapsed the photographic and three-dimensional works into one photograph-
ic work. The enlarged portrait photographs of late nineteenth -and early twentieth-century formal fam-
ily portrait photographs are juxtaposed with the solids on the curved surface of a white infinity
screen. 

In this new configuration, the previous works retain their logic. The reprints of portrait photographs
found in a flea market in Berlin maintain their symmetry of 14 people on either side of the centre of
the 7 photographs, in total 28 figures. The 6 equal solids are photographed systematically with each
photograph commencing with the irregular solid.

In the early stages of working I noticed the way the irregular solid touches the boy's face is strangely
similar to the pig mask in the black and white photograph Untitled 1979 - exhibited in Visions From
Her Bed -which documented a private performance, based on a childhood experience when I was
hospitalised as 3-years old and recorded by my mother in a diary. This recognition encouraged me to
continue with the juxtaposition of human forms and solids. There is no priority given to the orientation
of portrait photograph or solids. The photographs fold and bend into the shape of the solids, without
a tearing of their surfaces. The orientation of the curved surface of the white infinity screen is some-
times rotated distorting the photographic space.  

The series Stonehenge 2008 relates to my three-dimensional work and the photographic series
STRAIGHTCUT 2001-2006, which are comprised of colored plastic domestic objects photographed
in upright silver mirrors on a white tabletop. In Stonehenge the three-dimensional white plaster solids
are based on a 19th century illustration describing the surface area and volume of a cylinder - they
were made at the same time as Equal Solids…1992-94. 
I have photographed them on a black upright black mirror and black tabletop and they are projected
tonally into perspective space. The black and white flat and volumetric shapes are cut out from their
background and raised on the flat plane of the wall, emphasizing them as three-dimensional forms.
The title of the work is an oblique reference to the presence of the pre-historic English monument
Stonehenge and my own early reception to it. 

The early photographs Untitled #1 and #2 1989 emulate abstract expressionism or action painting,
through the re-enactment of children's painting using self -hypnosis. When first shown at Mori Gallery
in 1989, the work was compared with the abstract expressionist painter Adolph Gottlieb. The works
are also made on the curved surface of a white infinity screen with a painted plaster insert at the
focal plane. The gestural paint marks initially appear on a flat plane but on closer viewing, the insert
on the focal plane and curve of the infinity screen become evident.


